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Title: The Coast Miwok Peoples, Colonization, and the Preservation of Indigenous History 
(Encore)

Program and Promo now available on:

PRX:

https://exchange.prx.org/pieces/525161-the-coast-miwok-peoples-colonization-and-the-pre

Audioport:

https://audioport.org/index.php?op=program-info&program_id=275498

 

Our stations page:

http://www.radioproject.org/stations/

FCC Legal version and Promo

Content Depot:

Available on PRSS at 04:00:00 ET 4/17/2024 :

https://contentdepot.prss.org/portal/media/episodes/9696676

Call (510) 239-3899 for help.

 

Promo:

https://www.radioproject.org/sound/2024/MakingCon_240417_promo.mp3



(Includes :10 end bed for ID)

Short Description (250 Characters):

On today's encore episode, dive into the history of Point Reyes National Seashore, an area in 
northern California known for rugged sweeping beaches and tule elk. We'll recount the history of
this land and the waves of colonization that violently upended the lives of the Coast Miwok 
peoples who lived there – and one Indigenous woman's struggle to preserve her family history.

Long Description:

Dive into the history of Point Reyes National Seashore, one of the most iconic national parks in 
northern California, with us. Known for rugged sweeping beaches and the famous tule elk, we'll 
recount the waves of colonization that violently upended the lives of the Coast Miwok peoples 
who lived there – and one Indigenous woman's struggle to preserve her family history. 

The story of Point Reyes is a story about how the forces of colonialism continue to shape the fate
of public lands in the United States, and the campaigns waged to fight back and protect 
Indigenous land.

Learn more about the story and find the transcript on radioproject.org.

Making Contact is an award-winning, nationally syndicated radio show and podcast featuring 
narrative storytelling and thought-provoking interviews. We cover the most urgent issues of our 
time and the people on the ground building a more just world.

Featuring:

EPISODE FEATURES: Theresa Harlan (Kewa Pueblo/Jemez Pueblo), adopted daughter of 
Elizabeth Campigli Harlan (Coast Miwok), founder and executive director of The Alliance for 
Felix Cove.

MAKING CONTACT: This episode is hosted by Lucy Kang, reported and produced by Sam 
Anderson, and was first aired on KPFA. It is produced by Anita Johnson, Lucy Kang, Salima 
Hamirani, and Amy Gastelum. Our executive director is Jina Chung.



For More Information:

 Whose Point Reyes on Apple Podcasts  

 Alliance for Felix Cove  

 Coast Miwok Tribal Council of Marin  

Image:

Attached

Image Caption:

Credit: Austlee via Wikimedia Commons, under a CC BY-SA 4.0 Deed license. Image is 
unaltered.

Caption: A tule elk in Point Reyes in 2015.

Please call us if you carry us (510-239-3899) and we will list your station on our website. If you 
excerpt, please credit early and often.
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You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Advance Show 
Alerts - Making Contact" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to advance-
show-alerts+unsubscribe@radioproject.org.
To view this discussion on the web 
visit https://groups.google.com/a/radioproject.org/d/msgid/advance-show-alerts/CACwE
%3D1CP5QALfVVaR1Ts4x7rhJjjX7GeA2g%3DXgD%2BqnFQ0zwDAw%40mail.gmail.com.


